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Abstract 

The aim of this study was to analyze the capacity of Ochrobactrum anthropi BPyF3 to degrade 
naphthalene and the involvement of its dioxygenase. Naphthalene biodegradation efficiency was 96.46 
± 1.3% within 5 days under the optimal conditions of 30 ºC, pH 7.0 and the absence of NaCl. The 
highest activity of the protocatechuate 3,4-dioxygenase and indigo production by naphthalene 
dioxygenase (NDO) was reached on the third day of the kinetic. The nucleotide sequence of a 300-bp 
fragment was associated with the benzoate 1,2-dioxygenase alpha subunit. These findings demonstrated 
that O. anthropi BPyF3 degraded naphthalene efficiently, and NDO is involved in this process. 
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1. Introduction 

Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) are toxic, mutagenic and carcinogenic 
compounds that consist of two and more fused benzene rings in linear, angular or cluster 
arrangements and have been detected in numerous aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems at 
concentrations high enough to represent a significant risk. Therefore, PAHs elimination is 
crucial. Naphthalene is one of the most abundant PAHs in municipal wastewaters. Naphthalene 
degradation may be significant because it is a common pollutant used as a model compound for 
the degradation of PAHs. Many strategies have been developed to remove naphthalene from the 
environment, including volatilization, photo-oxidation, chemical oxidation, adsorption and 
biodegradation. Biodegradation techniques have received considerable attention because they 
achieve the mineralization of pollutants at low cost. Some bacteria capable of degrading 
naphthalene have been reported, such as Pseudomonas putida (CHANG & al. [1]), 
Rhodococcus opacus (DI GENNARO & al. [2]), Mycobacterium sp. (BREZNA & al. [3]), 
Nocardia otitidiscaviarum (ZEINALI & al. [4]) and Bacillus pumilus (CALVO & al. [5]). 
Concerning to Ochrobactrum genus had been demonstrated the halotolerant strain 
Ochrobactrum sp. VA1 was able to degrade naphthalene (ARULAZHAGAN & al. [6]).  

Ochrobactrum anthropi is widely distributed in environmental sources, including 
sewage, soil rhizosphere and associated animals. However, O. anthropic has not been 
reported as naphthalene degrader, only as a biotransformer from naphthalene 1-sulfonic acid 
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to 1-naphthol by O. anthropic S9 (YAMADA & al. [7]). Recently, we isolated and identified 
Ochrobactrum anthropi BPyF3 from soil samples contaminated with hydrocarbon 
(ORTEGA-GONZÁLEZ & al. [8]); however, its capacity to degrade naphthalene has not 
been studied. The goal of this work was to find the optimal conditions to obtain the best 
naphthalene degradation efficiency and to explore the involvement of the dioxygenases. 
 
2. Materials and Methods 
2.1. Naphthalene utilization. The ability of O. anthropi BPyF3 to use naphthalene as the sole 
source of carbon and energy was tested. Growth in liquid culture was assessed in serological 
125 mL flasks containing 27 mL of mineral medium (MM) with the following composition 
per liter: 1 g of KH2PO4·3H2O, 1 g of Na2HPO4, 0.1 g of MgSO4·7H2O, 1 g of NH4NO3, 
0.001 g of CaCl2·2H2O, and 0.4 mg of FeSO4·7H2O and 3 mL of a bacterial suspension 
adjusted to an OD600nm of 0.1. Naphthalene (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) was added 
to achieve final concentrations of 50, 100, 150 and 200 mg/L. The flasks were incubated at 37 
°C at 120 rpm for 5 days. Bacterial growth was evaluated by OD600nm. 
2.2. Naphthalene biodegradation. The assays to optimize the efficiency of naphthalene 
biodegradation were performed as mentioned above for 5-days under different conditions of pH 
(5, 6, 7, 8 and 9), temperature (25, 30, 37 and 45 °C), NaCl (3, 5, 7 and 9% w/v) and addition of 
tween 20 (100, 500 and 1000 mg/L) to a concentration of naphthalene of 100 mg/L. The 
residual concentration of naphthalene was determined at the beginning and end of the kinetics. 
The bottles were sealed with Mininert valves (to avoid the loss of naphthalene) under aerobic 
conditions and were incubated at 30 ºC and 120 rpm. Controls consisted of naphthalene-mineral 
medium without biomass (named as abiotic control to evaluate photolysis effect) and 
naphthalene-mineral medium with biomass inactivated by sterilization (named as sterile control 
to evaluate the bioadsorption effect). In order to evaluate the kinetic parameters (maximum 
specific growth rate, duplication time and naphthalene biodegradation efficiency) during the 
naphthalene degradation in optimal conditions, samples were taken every day and the 
concentrations of residual naphthalene and the colony forming number were determined. 
2.3. Determination of residual naphthalene. The determination of residual naphthalene was 
performed according to the conventional method described by ORTEGA-GONZÁLEZ & al. 
[8] for naphthalene detection. Briefly, biomass was separated from the culture by filtration, 
and the supernatant was mixed with 10 mL of dichloromethane (CH2Cl2) in a separatory 
funnel. The organic phase was collected, and the extraction procedure was repeated two more 
times. The residual water was removed with Na2SO4. The organic phase was concentrated in a 
rotavapor at 54 ºC and 700 mPa. Finally, the residue was suspended in 5 mL of methanol and 
was analyzed by high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) with an ultraviolet 
detector (UV) using a Discovery C18 column (25 cm × 4.6 mm, ID 5 μm). The mobile phase 
was methanol:water (85:15, v/v), and the flow rate was 1 mL/min. Naphthalene standard 
(99.9% purity, Sigma-Aldrich) was used to build the calibration curve. 
2.4. Determination of indigo production. One hundred microliters of the cell suspension 
was added to 400 μL of potassium phosphate buffer (pH 7.0) containing 0.25 mM of indole 
and incubated at 30 °C for 45 min. Later, the cell pellet was recovered by centrifugation and 
resuspended in 1 mL of dimethyl formamide. Then, the cells were removed by centrifugation, 
and the absorbance of the supernatant was determined at 610 nm. 
2.5. Determination of protocatechuate 3,4-dioxygenase activity. Harvested and washed 
cells were sonicated 6 times for 15 s and were centrifuged at 9,500 g for 20 min at 4 ºC. The 
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supernatant was used as a crude extract for enzymatic assays. The specific activity of the 
protocatechuate 3,4-dioxygenase was determined spectrophotometrically, and the enzyme 
activity was calculated according GUZIK & al. [9]. The protein concentrations of the crude 
extract were determined by the Bradford method. 
2.6. Amplification of dioxygenase gene using nahAc-like primers set. A nested PCR was 
performed using nahAc-like primers and the conditions described by ZHOU & al. [10]. Briefly, 
the first round of PCR used primer pair Nah-for (TGCMVNTAYCAYGGYTGG)/Nah-rev1 
(CCCGGTARWANCCDCKRTA), and Nah-for/Nah-rev2 (CRGGTGYCTTCCAGTTG) was 
employed for the nested round of the PCR. For the first round of PCR, the components were: 
1 x Taq Buffer (Mg2+ free), 1.8mM Mg+2, 0.375mM dNTP each, 100 pmol primer each, 5 
ng genomic DNA and 0.5U Taq DNA polymerase. The PCR cycle conditions were 94 ºC 
for 3 min, then 40 cycles of 94 ºC 45s, 55 ºC 45s and 72 ºC 45 s, and a final extension at 72 
ºC for 5 min. For the nested round, 0.1 μL of PCR product of the first round was directly 
employed as a template. The reaction components and PCR conditions for the nested round 
were similar to the first, except that 30 cycles were used. The sequencing of the amplified 
DNA fragment was performed on an ABI PRISM 310 Genetic Analyzer PE (Applied 
Biosystems, California, USA). 
 
3. Results and Conclusions 

It was found that until a concentration of 100 mg/L of naphthalene, there was bacterial 
growth (data not shown); therefore this concentration was chosen for subsequent assays. Several 
studies found that the biodegradation efficiency of pollutants in the field depends on 
environmental factors, such as pH, temperature, and the availability of the contaminant. These 
factors influence the biodegradation process by inhibiting the microbial growth of 
microorganisms capable of degrading the pollutants (CHEN & al. [11]). Considering the above 
approach, in this paper, we determined the optimal conditions for efficient naphthalene 
degradation by Ochrobactrum anthropi BPyF3. In the absence of tween 20 and up to a 
concentration of 500 mg/L, there was no effect on the degradation efficiency; however, a higher 
concentration of tween 20 decreased the degradation efficiency (Figure 1A). With respect to the 
pH, the greatest degradation efficiency was obtained at pH 7.0 (Figure 1B), whereas the optimal 
temperature was at 30°C (Figure 1C). Finally, the absence of NaCl improved the degradation 
efficiency in contrast with the addition of NaCl, which decreased the efficiency, and at 9% 
NaCl, the degradation efficiency decreased (Figure 1D). This result was different from that 
obtained by the strain Ochrobactrum sp. VA1, which reached 90% of naphthalene degradation 
in the presence of 30% NaCl (ARULAZHAGAN & al. [6]). Therefore, O. anthropic BPyF3 
optimally performed naphthalene degradation in non-halophilic conditions. 
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Figure 1. Different growth conditions for O. anthropi BPyF3 during naphthalene degradation. The 
kinetics were determined with an initial naphthalene concentration of 100 mg/L. A: In the presence 
of 100, 500, and 1000 mg/L of tween 20, B: pH, C: Temperature and D: NaCl. The bars represent 
the standard deviations from three independent experiments, and the data were statistically analyzed 
using a one-way ANOVA with Tukey's test.  

 
Subsequently, a 5-day kinetic study was performed using the optimal conditions of 

naphthalene biodegradation. Total naphthalene biodegradation was obtained on the fifth day. 
The abiotic and sterile controls showed less than 5% naphthalene biodegradation, indicating 
that adsorption and photolysis effects had no influence on the naphthalene degradation. 
Additionally, high naphthalene recuperation (95%) was obtained by the method assayed. 
Regarding bacterial growth, there was a lag phase of one day at the beginning of the 
naphthalene degradation, and maximum growth was reached between days 4 and 5, when the 
total naphthalene biodegradation occurred. Naphthalene degradation was in accordance with 
the increment of biomass, which indicated that naphthalene was consumed for biomass 
production (Figure 2A). The evaluation of the kinetics parameters of cell growth indicated 
that the maximum specific growth rate of O. anthropi BPyF3 was 0.724 ± 0.017 /d, whereas 
the duplication time during the exponential phase was 0.958 ± 0.02 /d, and the naphthalene 
biodegradation efficiency was 96.46 ± 1.3%. Comparing the above data with the naphthalene 
biodegradation efficiency obtained by Ochrobactrum sp. VA1 (90%) from an initial 
concentration of 3 mg/L (ARULAZHAGAN & al. [6]), our strain had higher degradation 
efficiency, even at a higher initial concentration of naphthalene (100 mg/L). LIN & al. [12] 
reported that Bacillus fusiformis (BFN) completely degraded 50 mg/L of naphthalene after 4 
days of incubation. BALACHANDRAN & al. [13] reported that Streptomyces sp. ERI-
CPDA-1 removed 99.14% from an initial concentration of 100 mg/L of naphthalene in 7 days.  

The highest indigo production was observed on the third day and decreased to zero after 
5 days of incubation (Figure 2B). The production of indigo from indole is performed by the 
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naphthalene dioxygenase (NDO) system, which also participates in the onset of naphthalene 
degradation (KIM & al. [14]). Furthermore, the activity of the protocatechuate 3,4-
dioxygenase was evaluated, and the highest activity was observed around the third day during 
naphthalene degradation (Figure 2C). The protocatechuate 3,4-dioxygenase is not directly 
involved in PAHs degradation; however, an increase in its activity has been associated with 
an increase in the degradation process (LI & al. [15]). In addition, ERDOĞMUŞ & al. [16] 
isolated and tested the ability of halophile bacteria to degrade naphthalene, phenanthrene and 
pyrene and detected high enzymatic activity of protocatechuate 3,4-dioxygenase. Based on the 
work mentioned above and the results of the enzymatic activities of O. anthropi BPyF3, we 
suggest that NDO was initially involved in the naphthalene degradation, and protocatechuate 
3,4-dioxygenase was subsequently active.  
 

 
Figure 2. Naphthalene degradation and enzyme activities by O. anthropi BPyF3. A: naphthalene 
degradation over 5 days, (♦) naphthalene concentration (mg/L), (χ) sterile control, ( ) abiotic control, 
(○) colony forming units (CFU/mL). B: Indigo production. C: Measurement of the activity of 
protocatechuate 3,4-dioxygenase. The bars represent the standard deviations from three independent 
experiments. All data were statistically analyzed using a one-way ANOVA with Tukey's test. 
 

To detect the dioxygenase gene in O. anthropi BPyF3, a 300 bp fragment was amplified 
and sequenced (KX686609). Bioinformatics analysis of the nucleotide sequence displayed a 
97% homology to the benzoate 1,2-dioxygenase alpha subunit of Acinetobacter oleivorans 
DR1 strain (AOLE_RS13345). Although the analysis was performed with a 300 bp fragment 
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and not with the total sequence of dioxygenase gene of O. anthropi BPyF3, this result 
suggests that the dioxygenase gene of O. anthropi BPyF3 came from benzoate 1,2-
dioxygenase of Acinetobacter oleivorans. In addition, it has documented that the comparison 
at amino acid sequence level of alpha- and beta-subunits from benzoate, toluate, benzene, 
toluene and naphthalene 1,2-dioxygenase are derived from a common ancestor (NEIDLE & 
al. [17]). The alpha- and beta-subunits are responsible for the common functions of these 
enzymes, such as hydroxylation, as well as recognition and activation of two oxidizable 
carbons of the aromatic ring, receiving electrons, oxygen binding and activation. However, 
due to benzoate 1,2-dioxygenase and naphthalene 1,2-dioxygenase alpha subunits came from 
a common ancestor and the analysis was done with a 300 bp fragment, we do not discard that 
the gene encoding naphthalene 1,2-dioxygenase is present in O. anthropi BPyF3. 
 
4. Conclusions 

To our knowledge, this study is the first reporting naphthalene degradation by 
Ochrobactrum anthropi. Based on the optimal conditions for naphthalene degradation, we 
suggest that O. anthropi BPyF3 can be used to effectively biodegrade naphthalene from 
wastewaters, and O. anthropi BPyF3 employs the NDO enzyme for naphthalene degradation, 
and possibly the gene encoding naphthalene 1,2-dioxygenase is present in this bacterium.  
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